Sociology 476: Research Methods for Cultural Sociology
Winter quarter 2019 Tuesday 9:00 – 11:50, 1812 Chicago Ave. seminar room
Professor Wendy Griswold (w-griswold@northwestern.edu)

In this seminar we will consider how one formulates a research questions and puts evidence together in order to investigate specific instances of the culture-society interaction and, from doing so, to assess cultural theory. The course is for students who (1) have a background in cultural sociology (usually by having taken SOC 420), and (2) have a research project involving culture, one that is either already underway or in the planning stages. All participants must be actively engaged in cultural research (dissertation proposal, second-year paper, pilot study, etc.), at least for the duration of the course itself. The goal is to create a productive interplay between research activities and methodological awareness.

Our emphasis will be on designing research that meets the standards of science while maintaining sensitivity to the peculiar characteristics of culture. We shall be comparing sociological methods with those from the history and cultural studies in terms of the relationship between evidence and argument. We’ll look at the steps of research from topic to question formation to hypotheses to data collection to analysis of findings to issues of reliability and validity to publication. Along the way we shall consider such issues as specifying cultural objects, making appropriate comparisons, assessing evidence, and analyzing social and aesthetic texts. Our emphasis is on research design and logic; we will not cover specific techniques of data analysis or measurement, though you might want to pursue these areas.

Every meeting of the seminar consists of three parts. First, we discuss a common reading. Second, we discuss one or more cases – i.e., articles in cultural sociology – focusing on the methods. Third, we discuss participants' individual research projects, based on the memos that students will write in advance of each class. (Note: There will not necessarily be any relationship among the three items on any day’s agenda—the common reading, the case, and the memo you write on your research—so don’t worry about looking for an obscure connection.) Many of the memos will draw on elements from the “Methodological Framework” article.

Please be aware that this seminar entails a lot of work on a week-to-week basis. In addition to reading several articles, every class requires writing, so the time commitment for each week will be considerable. On the other hand, you will not have a big burst of work at the end, for your final paper will have emerged from the weekly memos.

Readings: Most weekly readings are articles and thus available online. You might want to acquire copies of Becker and/or Booth et al., because they are useful in general. I’ve put these three books on reserve at the library.


**Papers:** On the first day of the seminar, each seminar member will present a research project (potential or already underway) in cultural sociology. You will work on this project throughout the quarter. The final paper will emerge from synthesizing, editing, and improving the memos you’ve written for each week. It will typically take the form of a research proposal, and it should be no longer than 10 pages, single-spaced.

**Day 1 (January 8) Introduction to research topics and research questions** [Note that you have reading and writing to do ahead of class, as always]

Common reading:

Case study: Each seminar member will read Barnes, Sandra L. 2005. “Black Church Culture and Community Action.” *Social Forces* 84: 967 – 994. Pay particular attention to the research design. We will use this for class discussion, so bring a copy with you.

Memo: A single-spaced, short (no more than one page) description of your research topic. Bring 15 copies to class.

**Day 2 (January 15) Working with cultural objects**


Memo: Your cultural object and genre, in relation to other genres (“Comprehension”). One page and again (always) 15 copies.

**Day 3 (January 22) Levels of cultural analysis**


Memo: Your general research question, including a sketch of the background (why you are asking the question, why it is significant), and your specific questions, those that can be addressed with data. One page, 15 copies.
Day 4 (January 29)  Analyzing written and social texts—questions of evidence


Memo: The brief (Baxandall) for the producing agents of your cultural object (“Intention”). This may need to be longer than a single page, but shouldn’t be more than two pages.

Day 5 (February 5) Questions of evidence  2


Memo: The horizon of expectations (Jauss) for receiving agents (“Reception”). Again, no more than two pages.

Day 6 (February 12)  The debate over interpretation


Memo: Hypotheses. Here you will suggest your hypotheses related to the specific research question(s), based on the linkages among the elements in the “Explanation” section, indicating briefly the theoretical grounding for your hypotheses. Indicate the alternative hypotheses and how you will know if yours are supported or not supported. One-two pages.
Day 7 (February 19)  Fields


Case study: Article from grab bag

Memo: Data. Discuss your data sources—be very specific—and how you will go about analyzing the data. If possible, bring in a sample of the data source. One-two pages.

Day 8 (February 26)  Structural issues: Literature reviews, arguments, abstracts


Case study: Book from grab bag

Memo: Literature review, structured to relate to your research question. No more than three pages.

Day 9 (March 5)  Publication: Why should I publish? Where should I publish? Articles or books?


No case study

Memo: Abstract. One paragraph only.

Day 10  (March 12) Paper presentation and discussion

Final papers are due Thursday, March 14.